
FAQs:

How much is the deposit?
Deposit is 50% of the total cost!

Do you have a cap and gown I can use?
Yes! I have multiple undergraduate caps and gowns, masters gown and hood, the gratitude
stole, and cords available for my grads to borrow

What is the best time of day to shoot?
I only offer shoots a few hours after sunrise or before sunset. However, if it is overcast, we can
shoot at any time!

Is there a difference between morning light and evening light?
It's really hard to say since it depends on the weather but if the sun is fully out, morning light is a
little brighter and whiter if you like the bright look and the evening light is softer and warmer.

Can I do an outfit change during the shoot?
Outfit changes are up to you! Since I do price by time, just keep in mind that it will be included in
your time.

Can I reschedule my shoot?
I unfortunately cannot offer reschedules since I will be in town for a short amount of time. We
will reschedule for rain but if you cannot make the original date and time, your spot will be given
to another grad.

What if the stadium is closed?
Unfortunately the stadium closes whenever they want to but thankfully UF has such amazing
spots so we would just work around it and find a new location!

What happens after the session?
After the session, I will send out a link to the unedited photos in 3-5 days. Those are all for you
to keep. From there you choose the photos that you want me to edit.

Do I get to choose the photos I want edited?
Yes! How others see us and how we see ourselves is completely different so this is something
that I really stand by! You get to choose your favorite photos that you would like edited.



Can I pay to have more photos edited?
Yes! Each additional 10 photos is an additional $35

Do you offer rush processing?
Yes! A fully edited session can be provided in 2-3 days for an additional $75.

What props are popular?
Champagne (the cheap Andre brand works best!), confetti/glitter (the thicker the pieces the
better), and anything that shows your personality!

Can I bring friends and family?
Yes! I do not charge for photos with friends and family!

Do you allow pets?
Yes! I would love to meet your pups!! Just remember to bring doggie bags and water and
possibly a friend to help you out.

What if it rains?
I will try my best to reschedule your shoot in case of rain

When is the second half of the payment due?
The final payment is due immediately after the shoot! Photos will not be released until payment
is received

What do I bring to the shoot?
Photo props, hair brush, water, sandals, touch-up makeup, towel for sweat and morning dew

When will I receive my photos after the shoot?
A link will be sent to you a few days after the session with all unedited photos. You may select
your favorites for me to edit! Then the editing process will be a two week turnaround time for the
full edited link.

What if something comes up and I need to cancel?
Totally understand if you need to cancel! A $50 fee will be deducted from the deposit and the
remaining will go back to you! More details on cancellation terms will be in the photography
contract.


